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Abstract

Resulting from elevated temperatures the major structural problem foreseen with planar SOFCs is their thermal stress. Due to the brittle
nature of ceramic material, operation in or near the material plastic limit can be very critical. Therefore stress levels must always be kept
below the tensile and shear limits. The analysis is focused on determination of the stress caused by the difference in thermal expansion
coefficients when high temperature gradients occur in the SOFC layers during steady state and transient operation (heat-up, start-up and
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hut-down). Utilizing an in-house developed tool for assessment of the electrochemical and thermal performance of a bipolar pla
nput temperature profiles are generated for a finite element analysis code to predict thermal component of the stress. The failu
dopted is based on the strength of the cell materials and the principal stresses developed by the thermal loading. To visualiz
oncentration in the fuel cell layers, maximum principal stress is calculated and compared with the yield strength of the SOFC mate
n the literature. The in-house code is capable to predict both steady state and dynamic temperature profiles. Of particular impor
nowledge gained of the transient stress in the cell, which can be used to establish control parameters during transient operation
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) has been identified as a
orward-looking technology for a highly efficient, environ-
entally friendly power generation. Within recent years sub-

tantial progress in materials and fabrication-technologies
nabled both prototype and field tests of SOFC-systems for
mall stationary applications in the power range of 1–200 kW
apable of electrical net efficiencies between 48 and 52% (in
tand alone and hybrid concepts, respectively). Regarding the
uel cell electrical performance future SOFC systems for sta-
ionary applications are targeting power densities larger than
.25 W cm−2 with degradation rates lower than 1�V h−1 and

uel utilization larger than 80%[1]. Target SOFC lifetimes
re of the order 104 to 105 h [2].
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Recognizing advantages of the low-cost and high vol
manufacturing with high volumetric power densities, m
of the fuel cells manufacturers are concentrating on the
nar SOFC concept. However, a challenge with the pl
geometries is in obtaining mechanically stable structur
thin layer ceramics are inherently susceptible to failure w
subjected to moderate stresses. The developers have
that when scaling up planar cells much beyond 1002

active area they become prone to mechanical failure[3].
The stresses to which the ceramic components are sub
can arise from: manufacturing (residual stresses); diffe
tial thermal expansion coefficients (TEC) of the cell lay
spatial or temporal temperature gradients; oxygen ac
gradients; and external mechanical loading. The magn
of the stresses depends on the materials properties, the
ating conditions and the geometry of the design[4]. Residua
stresses will arise from the difference between the the
expansion coefficients and the effective Young’s modulu
adjacent layers. These mismatch stresses can result in d
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ination of layers or formation of micro-cracks in the weaker
layers[5]. Stresses caused by the thermal gradients and ther-
mal expansion mismatches will increase with increasing cell
area which conflicts with the desire to maximize the active
cell area and therefore output. Further, SOFC stacks are me-
chanically loaded with weights, during operation, in order to
secure proper alignment and good contact between the cell
components. This, together with the seals required around
the edges of cells to separate the fuel and air compartments,
can cause higher mechanical stresses transmitted to brittle
elements in the stacks.

Practical applications for fuel cell systems are obviously
the best way of testing the viability of a particular system.
Nevertheless, for advancing the understanding of the fuel cell
systems, computational models can be very useful. In the lit-
erature, there is a plethora of mathematical models describing
general thermal–electrical planar SOFC performance[6–12].
However very few of them[9] are capable of simulating dy-
namic fuel cell behavior with more than one spatial dimen-
sion and most of the authors do not consider the thermal stress
modeling with exception of[12].

The aim of this work was to develop a fuel cell modeling
tool which couples thermal and structural analysis to provide
not only the information about the cell’s electrical perfor-
mance but also to give further insight to the cell’s structural
response to different choices of the design parameters and
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Fig. 1. Investigated cell design.

tests were defined for a flat plate SOFC design and the test
input conditions have been set up according to IEA Annex
II report [14]. The developed model showed good agreement
with the other model results and it has been accepted as a
reliable tool for fuel cell performance simulation[13].

2.2. Dynamic modeling

For the investigation of unsteady processes the 2D, steady
state, fuel cell model has been completed to allow for dynamic
analysis. Looking at the transients of the transport phenomena
taking place within the SOFC, electrochemical and electrical
changes occur very fast in comparison to thermal changes
[15]. Further the relaxation time for convective heat transfer
is about a millisecond while conduction takes several seconds
to relax. Thus, the major assumption of the dynamic model is
that the transient term needs to be included only in the energy
balance of the solid material of the cell and it is given by the
left hand side of Eq.(1):

VρCp
∂Ts

∂t
= λx

∂2Ts

∂x2 + λy

∂2Ts

∂y2

+
∑

gas

Agasαgas(Ts − Tgas) + Q (1)
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lso to different operating conditions. For a system des
his will allow to define safe operational points for the co
onent while optimizing the system performance. Espec

he thermal stresses caused by spatial and temporal tem
ure gradients and mismatches in TEC between the diff
ell layers are under study. After the model development p
etric analysis has been performed to identify some o
esign parameters and operating conditions which ma

mportant for the structural reliability of the fuel cell syste

. SOFC modeling

.1. Steady state model

A 2D model, based on the finite volume method, has
eveloped in FORTRAN for simulation of a planar electro
upported SOFC with internal reforming and bipolar in
onnect (IC) plates. The model was described in depth in[13].
he investigated cell geometry is shown inFig. 1 togethe
ith a characteristic volume element. The model allows
alculation of the temperature and current density dist
ion, the species concentration, and the channel flows.
equires solution of mass balances of the chemical sp
nd the energy balances of the gases in the gas channe

he energy balance in the solid structure for each volum
ment.

The steady state model was validated by comparison
imulated results to the results of different models from l
ture obtained for two benchmark tests. Standard bench
d

hereV represents the volume of the characteristic elem
andCp represent specific density and specific heat o

olid material respectively. To enable simulations of trans
eat up and shut-down, chemical reactions can be exc

rom the model.
Due to lack of the experimental data for transient m

alidation a qualitative comparison has been made to a m
rom the literature[9] and shown good agreement.

.3. Structural mechanics model

Thermal stress in the three-layered structure (an
lectrolyte and cathode) was calculated using the
odel within Structural Mechanics Module in the co
ercial finite element based tool FEMLAB[16]. With the
lectrochemical–thermal FORTRAN code, first the tem
ture field in the fuel cell is solved. In-plane tempera
radients are calculated in an intermediate step and imp

o the FEA code. It has been assumed that the same tem
ure field occurs in each of the fuel cell layers i.e. the in-p
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Table 1
Material data for the fuel cell materials

Material Young modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio Thermal expansion coefficient (K−1) Mechanical strength (MPa)

8YSZ 215[2] 0.32[2] 10e-6 14.1 atW= 10−6, 30 atW= 10−5 [17]
LSM 35 [2] 0.25[2] 11e-6 6.6 atW= 10−6, 9.3 atW= 10−5 [17]
Ni-YSZ 55 [2] 0.17[2] 13e-6 58 atW= 10−6, 71 atW= 10−5 [17]

temperature gradients are much larger than cross-plane gradi-
ents (through the cell thickness). Although the model solves
only for mechanical stresses in the three-layered structure,
the impact of the interconnect layers is accounted for in the
heat balance of the solid, and in the ohmic resistance term of
the electrochemical–thermal model. An unconstrained cell
plate has been assumed and the analysis is fully elastic.

The typical materials used in the state-of-the-art fuel cells
and also assumed for this study are as follows: (1) cathode – Sr
doped LaMnO3 (LSM), (2) electrolyte – Y2O3-doped ZrO2
(YSZ), and (3) anode – Ni + YSZ. InTable 1the Young’s
moduli, the thermal expansion coefficient, and the Poisson’s
ratio of the cell materials used in the study are given. All of
the materials were assumed to be isotropic.

The calculated stresses are compared to the mechanical
strength of the cell materials, which is also given inTable 1
and was taken from the work of Montros et al.[17] who
used Weibull statistics to describe ceramic failure behavior
of laminated SOFC plates. Since the analysis in[17] was
purely theoretical, an experimental confirmation of the results
is necessary.

3. Investigated cases

The base case for both steady-state and transient calcula-
t nd a
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cients for heat conduction for the different materials are set
to 2 and 49 W m−1 K−1 [18] for ceramic and metallic inter-
connect respectively. The cell with metallic interconnect is
operated at a cell voltage of 0.7 V while the voltage was set
to 0.73 V for the cell with metallic interconnect.

The problem of thermal expansion mismatch in the
present SOFCs mainly centers on the anode, since nickel
has a higher coefficient of thermal expansion than YSZ. The
anodes typically must contain more than 30 vol.% nickel to
have sufficient conductivity[19]. A parametric study has
been performed with variable expansion coefficients of the
anode and cathode to study the impact on the thermal stress
of these design parameters.

For transient SOFC simulations the following operation
modes were defined:

• Heat-up: To enable start of the electrochemical reactions
within the SOFC, the cell has to be heated up from am-
bient temperature to start-up temperature (700◦C). For
heat-up simulations, an air stream with a mole flow rate
of 10.6 mol h−1 was fed into the air channels. This airflow
corresponds to the amount of air needed to fulfill the oper-
ating conditions described for the base case when applying
ceramic IC. The difference between the minimum temper-
ature of the cell and the temperature of the incoming air
was held constant as shown in Eq.(2):

• em-
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the
e el for
ions is a thick electrolyte cell with ceramic interconnect a
ean operating temperature of 950◦C fuelled with 30% pre

eformed natural gas and with gases arranged in cross
he fuel cell operates under uniform mass flow distribu
f the feed gases with fuel utilization of 85% and average
ent density of 0.3 A cm−2. The fuel flow is chosen to me
he required fuel utilization and the air flow is adjusted
imit the maximum solid temperature to 1050◦C. The fol-
owing cases are investigated for steady state stress an
ll with different configurations of the gas flows:

Hydrogen-fuelled cell with ceramic interconnect.
Hydrogen-fuelled cell with metallic interconnect.
Methane-fuelled cell with ceramic interconnect.
Methane-fuelled cell with metallic interconnect.

To describe the performance of the cell with meta
nterconnect it has been assumed that the structure i
lectrolyte-supported and that only ceramic intercon
aterial has been replaced with metallic material with

hanges of the cell geometry (i.e. layer thicknesses). I
ase of the hydrogen-fuelled cell the fuel consists of a hy
en and water vapor mixture (90% H2, 10% H2O). Coeffi-
,

Tair,in = Tsolid,min + �T (2)

Start-up: When the heat-up process is finished the t
perature level necessary for starting the electrochem
reactions is reached. Air and fuel of 900◦C are fed into
the cell. The fuel flow is chosen to meet the required
utilization and the air flow is adjusted to limit the maxim
solid temperature to 1050◦C.
Shut-down: When starting the shut-down process, the
rent density and the inlet fuel mass flow are set equ
zero. Afterwards, the SOFC is cooled down to amb
temperature by feeding a cold air stream of 10.6 mol−1

into the air channels. The inlet air temperature is contro
by Eq.(3):

Tair,in = Tsolid,max − �T (3)

. Model results

.1. Steady state results

Fig. 2 shows an example of the output from
lectrochemical–thermal model and from the stress mod
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Fig. 2. Temperature gradients (left) and maximum principal stress distributions (right) of the base case.

the base case at steady state. The case results in significant
temperature gradient in solid cell material of 12◦C mm−1 and
with corresponding maximum principal stress of 17 MPa lo-
cated in the electrolyte close to the interface with the anode
layer and close to the fuel inlet. The location of the highest
stress can be explained by the steep temperature drop caused
by endothermic reforming and also by larger difference in
TEC between anode and electrolyte material.

The stress exceeds the material strength of the electrolyte
according to[17] (seeTable 1) for probability of failure
10−6 but is well below the strength for probability of failure
10−5. Simulations of the base case performed with the co-and
counter-flow gas configurations (Fig. 3) show that the stress
is moderate and below the critical when applying co-flow
but increases above the limit with counter-flow comparing
to the cross-flow configuration. However, the configurations
with gases in counter-flow will result in the best electrical
performance as given inTable 2.

If humidified hydrogen is used as fuel gas i.e. if internal
reforming of methane is avoided the temperature gradients
become much lower which results in maximum stresses far
below the allowed limit (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Maximum principal stress of investigated cases.

When the ceramic interconnect material was replaced by
metallic the stresses were lowered noticeably. This is also
shown inFig. 3. The highest stress was observed for the cell
fuelled with hydrogen and with the gases in cross-flow. This
was an opposite behavior if compared to the ceramic cell
which experienced highest stress with reformate fuel. The
decreased sensitivity to the variation of fuel and the flow
type can be explained by high thermal conductivity of the
metallic interconnect.

Table 2
Performance results for investigated steady state cases

Case Electric efficiency (%) Power density (W cm−2) Air flow (mol h−1)

C 0.208 18.6
0.219 12.0
0.219 13.0

C 0.166 10.6
0.152 5.1
0.157 7.2

M 0.221 12.0
0.222 11.7
0.227 11.8

M 0.214 7.0
0.214 7.0
0.217 7.5
eramic IC, H2 fuel Cross-flow 39.00
Co-flow 48.41
Counter-flow 48.44

eramic IC, CH4 fuel Cross-flow 53.29
Co-flow 54.20
Counter-flow 55.95

etallic IC, H2 fuel Cross-flow 49.70
Co-flow 49.82
Counter-flow 50.24

etallic IC, CH4 fuel Cross-flow 54.06
Co-flow 53.89
Counter-flow 54.66
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Fig. 4. Maximum principle stress at variable thermal expansion coefficient
of anode and cathode layer.

The results of reducing the differences in TECs of the
anode and cathode in respect to that of the YSZ electrolyte
are shown inFig. 4 for the base case. For fixed TEC of the
electrolyte, the thermal expansion coefficients of the anode
or the cathode material have been varied one at a time. By
fixing the cathodic TEC and decreasing the TEC of the anode
the maximum stress in the cell decreases while the opposite
behavior is obtained when varying the cathodic TEC for fixed
anodic TEC.

Fig. 5 shows the maximum stress variation with operat-
ing voltage and fuel utilization for the base case cell (refor-
mate fuel, cross-flow). The maximum stress varies exponen-
tially with the cell voltage. Operation at lower cell voltages
causes higher stresses due to much higher local currents and
consequently higher temperature gradients. There is a linear
dependency of the maximum stress with the utilization and
higher stresses can be expected with operation at lower fuel
utilizations. The reason is that the heat generation at the fuel
inlet decreases (due to lower currents) and the endothermic
temperature drop becomes larger which causes, again, larger
temperature gradients.

4.2. Dynamic heat-up

Fig. 6 presents the results of the heat-up process for cell
w been

Fig. 6. Heat-up process for�T of 100 K.

made between the ceramic and metallic IC cell. The differ-
ence between the minimum cell temperature and the one
of the incoming air,�T, is 100 K. While both cells need
about the same time to reach the start-up temperature level of
700◦C, the trends of the maximum thermal gradients within
the cells are quite different. Due to the relatively small heat
conduction coefficient of the ceramic IC, higher maximum
thermal gradients occur at the beginning of the heat-up pro-
cess. Those thermal gradients produce a principal stress peak
of 12 MPa in the cell with ceramic IC. After 30 min the prin-
cipal stress decreases to a steady value of 1.9 MPa. Since the
cell with metallic IC has a relatively high heat conduction
coefficient, the maximum thermal gradient distribution over
the time is uniform causing a continuous principal stress level
of 0.9 MPa.

In Fig. 7, the results of dynamic heat-up simulations with
different�Tare presented. For increased�T the time needed
for reaching the start-up level decreases. At the same time,
the maximum principal stresses increase linearly.

4.3. Dynamic start-up

Fig. 8presents the start-up process for a cell with ceramic
IC and cross-flow gas configuration. A comparison between

ith ope
ith a cross-flow gas arrangement. A comparison has

Fig. 5. Maximum principle stress variation w
 rating cell voltage (left) and fuel utilization (right).
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Fig. 7. Maximum principal stress and response time for the heat-up simula-
tion at different�T.

the start-up of a cell operated with H2 and one operated with
CH4 has been made.

The start-up process for the cell fed with CH4 takes about
an hour. The highest principal stress (17 MPa) occurs when
steady state is reached, as already discussed. For the cell fed
with H2 the start-up process takes about 30 min. A principal
stress peak of 13 MPa occurs at the beginning of the process
but is still lower than the stresses occurring in the CH4-fed
cell at steady state.

The temperature profile within the cell fed with H2
changes considerably due to heat generation by electrochem-
ical reactions.Fig. 9 presents temperature profiles develop-
ing at different times during start-up. Since the incoming air
stream at the beginning of the process heats the cell up, the
maximum cell temperature can be found at the air-inlet side.
At steady state, chemical reactions cause a maximum tem-
perature of 1050◦C. However, the incoming air has a cooling
effect on the cell resulting in a non-uniform temperature dis-
tribution with a maximum situated at the air-outlet/fuel-inlet
corner.

Fig. 9. Temperature profiles occurring at different times during start up of a
H2 fed cell with ceramic IC and cross-flow gas configuration.

4.4. Dynamic shut-down

The shut-down behavior of the four cases described above
for a �T of 100 K was investigated. Similar to the heat-up
process, the shut-down times for the different cell types vary
not very much.

The shut-down behavior of the four cases described in
Chapter 3 for a�T of 100 K was investigated. Similar to
the heat-up process, the shut-down times for the different
cell types vary not very much. Time needed to cool the cells
down is about 4 h. Due to the�Tof 100 K, the stresses do not
overstep the maximum principal stresses occurring at steady
state.

5. Conclusions

Capability of performing steady state and transient ther-
mal stress analysis in a planar bipolar solid oxide fuel cell
has been developed by coupling electrochemical, thermal and
structural modeling. The main objective is enabling predic-
tion of the reliability of the cell structure under given oper-
ational conditions when fuel cell is operating within a sys-
tem. The modeling approach can be used in system studies
but also as a simplified engineering tool in fuel cell design
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Fig. 8. Start up process for cells with ceramic IC.
evelopment. Steady state and transient stress analys
ormed with different interconnect materials and differ
uels showed that:

Largest stress occurs in a ceramic cell fuelled with
reformed methane and it is located in the electrolyte l
at interface with the anode. The stress is slightly abov
strength of the electrolyte material. Arranging the gas
different flow configurations can improve the cell per
mance but on the other hand can have a significant e
on the structural reliability of the cell.
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• Introduction of the metallic interconnect can improve the
temperature field of the cell and consequently lower the
thermal stresses. Due to high thermal conductivity of the
interconnect material the sensitivity to the choice of the
fuel and flow configurations decreases which may leave
more degree of freedom for system operation and design.

• Operation at lower cell voltages and lower fuel utilization
may cause structural problems in planar cells.

• Comparing the heat-up process of the two different cell
types of the cross flow gas arrangement shows that both
cell types need about the same time to reach start-up tem-
perature. Heating up the cells with a�T of 100 K takes
about 2.5 h. The stresses occurring in both cells are lying
beyond the limit.

• The cell with ceramic IC can be started up within about
30 min when fed with H2 and a principal stress peak arises
at the beginning of the process. Choosing CH4 as inlet fuel,
start-up takes about 1 h. Principal stress occurring within
the cell is higher for the CH4-fed cell than for the H2-fed
one.

• Shut-down with a�T of 100 K takes, for all investigated
cases, about 4 h. The maximum principle stresses are sim-
ilar to the one occurring at steady state.

For the future, continued improvement of the finite ele-
ment analysis will account for the residual stresses caused
b e IC
l
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g
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